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1. Introduction

On a moonless night or in the depths of the sea, where light levels are many orders of magnitude dimmer than sunlight, animals rely on their visual systems to orient and navigate, to find food and mates and to avoid predators. To see well at such low light levels is far from trivial. The paucity of light means that visual signals generated in the light-sensitive photoreceptors of the retina can easily be drowned in neural noise. Despite this, research over the past 15 years has revealed that nocturnal and deep-sea animals—even very small animals like insects with tiny eyes and brains—can have formidable visual abilities in dim light. The latest research in the field is now beginning to reveal how this visual performance is possible, and in particular which optical and neural strategies have evolved that permit reliable vision in dim light. This flurry of research is rapidly changing our understanding of both the limitations and the capabilities of animals active in very dim light. For instance, while the long-held view was that night vision allows only an impoverished, noisy and monochrome view of the world, we now know that many nocturnal animals see the world more or less in the same manner as their day-active relatives. Many are able to see colour, to use optic flow cues to control flight, and to navigate using learned visual landmarks and celestial cues such as polarized light.

Much of our appreciation of the richness of the visual world seen by nocturnal animals has derived primarily from behavioural, anatomical and optical studies. More recently, enormous advances have also been made in understanding the neural basis of this performance in both single cells and circuits of cells from both nocturnal vertebrates (notably mice) and nocturnal invertebrates (notably insects). These studies indicate that the remarkable behavioural performance of these animals in dim light can only partially be explained by what we currently know of the performance of the underlying visual cells. We are thus now at an important point in the field where this gap is closing. It is thus particularly timely that this special issue brings together a unique combination of recent research on deep-sea and nocturnal animals and moreover from a wide spectrum of scientific disciplines, from ecology, evolution and quantitative visual behaviour to cellular electrophysiology, mathematical modelling and molecular biology. This landmark collection of papers is the first to exclusively address the topic of comparative vision in dim light.

2. The dimmest habitats on the Earth

For us, as day-active organisms, nocturnal and deep-sea habitats are perishingly dark places. At great depths in the ocean it can be totally dark, a darkness broken only by rare and unpredictable sparks of bioluminescence produced by animals themselves. Nonetheless, for the immense variety of animals that live in nocturnal and deep-sea habitats (figure 1), vision plays a surprisingly important role in the tasks of daily life [16–21].

As in bright diurnal habitats, the primary source of illumination in nocturnal and deep-sea habitats is the sun, which bathes the Earth with light either directly, as during the day in terrestrial habitats and the deep ocean, or indirectly by reflection from the moon at night [22]. The spectra of sunlight and moonlight are thus similar, although on nights with a full moon light levels are approximately one
millions of times dimmer than full daylight. On a clear moonless night, stars become the exclusive source of light, an illumination that is considerably redder than that provided by sunshine [23] and which is typically around 100 million times dimmer (figure 2). The passage of clouds, or the presence of a forest canopy, can dim the illumination by up to a further 100 times.

Figure 1. Nocturnal and deep-sea animals with excellent vision. (a) The nocturnal Indian carpenter bee Xylocopa tranquebarica has trichromatic colour vision at night [1]. Photo: Nicolas Vereeken. (b) The dung beetles Scarabaeus zambesianus (i) and Scarabaeus satyrus (ii) use nocturnal celestial polarized light and the Milky Way for navigation [2–4]. The nocturnal bee Megalopta genalis uses learned visual landmarks to find its way back to its nest in Central American rainforests [5]. Photo: Ajay Narendra. (d) The deep-sea cockeyed squid Stigmatoteuthis dofleini has one eye greatly larger than the other—this it orients upwards to capture as much of dim downwelling daylight as possible [6]. Photo: Sönke Johnsen. (e) The nocturnal Australian bull ant Myrmecia pyriformis navigates to and from its nest using learned visual landmarks [7]. Photo: Ajay Narendra. (f) The Philippine tarsier Tarsius syrichta (f) hunts prey visually (and is here seen eating a katydid) [8]. Its huge eyes, whose very wide pupils maximize light catch, dominate the skull (g). Photos: David Haring (f) and Bone Clones, www.boneclones.com (g). (h) The nocturnal hawkmoth Deilephila elpenor uses trichromatic colour vision to search for flowers at night [9], and uses spatial and temporal summation to maximize visual performance in dim light [10–12]. Photo: Michael Pfaff. (i) Even though possessing an acute sense of hearing, the barn owl Tyto alba has excellent vision in dim light [13]. Photo: 123rf.com photo agency. (j) The net-casting spider Deinopis subrufa uses its exquisite visual sensitivity to trap passing prey by ensnaring them with a net of web spun between its front legs [14,15]. (k) A deep-sea hatchet fish with huge tubular eyes oriented upwards to maximize sensitivity to the dim downwelling daylight. Photo: David Wrobel, Monterey Bay Aquarium.

The open ocean can be even darker, with both the intensity and the spectrum of light changing rapidly with depth [19,25]. In terms of spectrum, downwelling daylight in a clear sea becomes near-monochromatic blue in colour from a depth of around 200 m [26]. Clear water is most transparent to blue light of 475 nm wavelength, and within the first 100 m the orange-red part of the spectrum (beyond 550 nm) is almost
entirely absorbed. Ultraviolet (UV) light is also absorbed, but not quite as effectively: in the clearest oceans, biologically relevant intensities remain down to at least 200 m [27,28]. Owing to the absorption of light by water and its narrowing spectrum, the intensity of light available for vision thus falls rapidly with depth. Within the first 100 m, it declines by about 2.6 orders of magnitude [19,25]. Below this depth, presumably because the concentration of plankton and suspended organic matter is less and the spectrum of light is approaching its narrowest, light intensity declines less rapidly: about 1.5 orders of magnitude for every 100 m of depth. It reaches starlight levels (during the day) by approximately 600–700 m [29]. Below 1000 m almost no daylight penetrates, certainly not enough to be seen by deep-sea animals [30]. Thus, on a starlit night or in a deep ocean, vision is relentlessly pressed at the limits of the physically possible. While some species have given up the fight altogether, with their eyes having regressed to mere vestiges of their counterparts in bright habitats, in others the eyes have evolved extreme adaptations for extracting the most fleeting of visual cues. Indeed, in the world’s dimmest habitats—terrestrial or aquatic—many animals depend on good vision to survive.

3. The problem of seeing in dim light
A number of landmark papers have addressed the topic of vision in dim light, particularly the absolute threshold of...
vision in humans and other animals. The classic psychophysical work of Hecht, Schlaer and Pirnie in the 1940s was the first to reveal that humans (and certainly most other animals) can consistently perceive a flash of light so dim that very few photons are simultaneously absorbed in the retina (for humans around five photons; [31,32]). The realization that these few photons are then spread across many (approx. 500) rod photoreceptors suggested that individual photoreceptors were very unlikely to absorb more than single photons during such flashes (see also [33]). This seminal finding suggested that photoreceptors must be able to respond to single photons, a notion later demonstrated more directly with electrophysiological recordings, first in invertebrates (in the horseshoe crab Limulus in 1958 [34], and the locusts Locusta and Schistocerca in 1965 [35]) and then two decades later in vertebrates (in the toad Bufo marinus in 1980 [36] and the monkey Macaca fascicularis in 1984 [37]).

Although absolute sensitivity to single photons is remarkable, the early workers in this field also recognized that this ability is insufficient on its own to perform many useful real-world visual tasks. Detecting objects, negotiating obstacles during locomotion or distinguishing colours are all tasks that require the discrimination of visual contrast, for which many more photons are needed. Part of the reason for this lies in the need for a larger and more reliable visual signal. Part also lies in the need to overcome visual noise, the scourge of vision in dim light that can drown the intended fluctuations of photon counts in the retina’s matrix of photoreceptors induced by the presence of brighter and darker features in the visual scene.

There are several sources of this noise. The first of these, known as ‘photon shot noise’, derives from the sporadic and random nature of the stimulus itself—even when a photoreceptor experiences a light stimulus of apparently constant intensity, the rate of photon arrivals is not constant. During any given sampled period, a photoreceptor sometimes receives a greater-than-average number of photons, sometimes a lower-than-average number. This uncertainty in the photoreceptor’s measure of the stimulus intensity is due to the random (Poisson) nature of photon arrivals, with the relative magnitude of shot noise (according to Poisson statistics) being equivalent to the square root of the average photon catch N. Thus, if the signal is N, the visual signal-to-noise ratio is N/√N, or simply √N. Consequently, the effect of shot noise is worse in dimmer light—for a decreasing photon catch, the signal-to-noise ratio (and the ability to discriminate contrast) declines.

Two further sources of noise derive from the imperfect nature of the phototransduction mechanism. Firstly, despite being responses to an invariant stimulus—the quantal energy of single photons—the graded voltage responses to these photons are highly irregular, with variable amplitudes, latencies and time courses. This ‘transducer noise’ originates in the biochemical enzyme cascades responsible for the massive signal amplification required to change ion fluxes enough for the photoreceptor voltage response to give a reliable response to single photons [38–40]. Although this transducer noise has the potential to degrade the reliability of vision, some recent work suggests it could, remarkably, have the opposite effect [41,42]. Secondly, as first predicted by Horace Barlow almost 60 years ago [43], and confirmed two decades later in toad rods [36], the biochemical pathways responsible for transduction are occasionally activated even in perfect darkness. These dark events can trigger responses that are in every respect identical to the responses to real photons, and perceptually the brain cannot tell them apart. In vertebrates at least, it turns out that such ‘dark noise’ sets the ultimate threshold for vision in dim light [44,45]. Interestingly, despite also using a transduction mechanism with amplification so high that single photons elicit responses of several millivolts, dark-noise events have been shown to be much less important—almost negligible—in insect photoreceptors [40,46]. This lack of dark noise provides many invertebrate photoreceptors with an outright performance advantage for dim-light vision, but one that comes at the cost of greater expenditure of energy in the form of ATP than in their vertebrate counterparts ([47], see also [48]).

To combat both problems—the paucity of light and the degrading effects of visual noise—nocturnal and deep-sea animals have evolved a suite of remarkable adaptations, both optical and neural, to improve vision at night or in the depths of the ocean. Optical adaptations improve the visual image by gathering more photons into the image formed on the retina, improving the ability to distinguish subtle contrasts, whether these be in luminance, colour or in the e-vector of polarized light. Equally important, neural adaptations allow the brain to adjust the way in which information gathered by the retina is processed—pooling signals over time or from neighbouring detectors to improve reliability, albeit at the expense of resolution in time or space. Many of these adaptations at both levels are explored in the collection of papers comprising this special issue. The overriding conclusion from this collection, and from other studies over the past 15 years, is that nocturnal and deep-sea animals do not live in an impoverished visual world, but many experience the world more or less as we do, being able to distinguish colour, negotiate obstacles during locomotion and navigate using learned visual landmarks.

4. A special issue devoted to vision in dim light

With the exception of a single monograph entitled Night Vision [49], as far as we are aware there are no previous books or collections of articles on the topic of vision in dim light. Moreover, with the exception of a single chapter, this previous monograph was entirely concerned with mammalian vision (and mostly humans). The initial idea for this special issue in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society arose from a highly successful international symposium that we organized and hosted in Sweden in 2013 on the topic of Vision in Dim Light. To the best of our knowledge, this symposium was the first of its kind, but attracted 56 participants from all over the world (approximately half of them early career researchers) working on diverse animal systems, both vertebrate and invertebrate. Since that time, two of our present authors—Almut Kelber and Carola Yovanovich—also organized a further well-attended symposium on the topic of dim light vision in vertebrates that was held at the biannual congress of the International Society of Neuroethology (in Uruguay, April 2016), an indication of the growing interest in the field.

The papers in this issue are organized around two distinct themes, both strongly represented at these recent scientific meetings. Firstly, behavioural approaches provide a proof of concept that different aspects of vision at night or in the deep sea are possible with highly optimized optical
image—forming mechanisms, appropriate sampling by the retina and additional processing by the brain. Animal behaviour shows that something is not only possible, but that the solution works in a practical sense. Secondly, physiological analysis using an array of modern techniques is providing great insights into the actual mechanisms employed by the brain to both transduce light efficiently and then process the resulting neural image to reject noise. Papers addressing both themes in this issue are introduced by two substantive reviews. In the first [12], Warrant introduces vision in dim light by insects, a group displaying enormous diversity in adapting to an enormous variety of habitats and visual tasks. Insects are arguably the animal group with the most remarkable visual abilities at night, particularly if considered in terms of the size of the eyes and the amount of neural tissue involved in nocturnal visual processing. Moreover, their accessibility for physiological experiments has permitted perhaps our best analysis of nocturnal vision, from the optics right through to the central neural adaptations within the brain that pool noisy signals. In the second review, Field & Sampath [33] explore the remarkable advances in understanding visual processing by the vertebrate retina, taking us from a description of the classic pioneering work that established the thresholds for visual performance in humans and other vertebrates (and led to a realization that photoreceptors can detect single photons of light), right through to our latest research into the mechanisms of visual transduction and the neural circuits of the retina that pool signals from rod photoreceptors.

Both of these reviews [12,33] highlight an important point: while recent research is finally unravelling the mysteries of dim light vision, this is still an immature field with many open questions. The remaining papers in the issue nevertheless exploit different animal groups (terrestrial insects, animals from the deep sea and terrestrial vertebrates) to address at least a subset of these. In the first of four papers using insects as a model system, Stückl et al. [11] use a comparative approach to quantify the trade-offs between luminance of the scene and visual performance during flower-tracking by different species of hawkmoths (Sphingidae) that are normally active at different times of the day and night. The following two papers behaviourally dissect the specific visual cues that nocturnal dung beetles [4] and bull ants [7] use when navigating. Nocturnal dung beetles (figure 1b) have previously been shown to use the Milky Way for reliable orientation, and are well known to use this cue to maintain a straight-line course when rolling dung balls [3]. Foster et al. [4] here used artificial celestial cues to quantify the constraints on the visual contrast that underlies this orientation behaviour—with just 13% contrast being sufficient at starlight levels. Without relying on a scent trail like many other ants, nocturnal Australian bull ants (figure 1c) forage visually, using trees in the vicinity of the nest entrance as visual landmarks to find their way home again after a long and torturous foraging trip [50]. Narendra & Ramirez-Esquivel [7] here used a field-based approach to quantify the behavioural adaptation of nocturnal ants to a change in their natural environment, in this case by removing dead trees from their normal foraging path. Ants initially became confused, but over the following nights could re-learn the new arrangements of landmarks to again navigate successfully. In the final paper in this section, Honkanen et al. [51] then review what we currently know about the physiological properties of photoreceptors in nocturnal insects, how they have evolved to extract as much information as possible from dim and noisy images and how recent advances in methodologies may ultimately be used to address remaining questions about their functional properties.

Studying animals active in the marine environment offers a different set of challenges to that of studying insects (whether in the laboratory or field). The animals that live here are often difficult to obtain, and even if caught, irreversible damage to their visual systems often ensues soon after (e.g. due to exposure to bright light). Nevertheless, this fascinating environment is the basis for the next four papers in the issue. Much of what we understand about their visual systems is based on morphological studies of specimens brought to the surface (as is the case with the second paper in this group) or from theoretical modelling (as with the first and third). It is extremely rare that one has the possibility to perform physiological studies on deep-sea eyes, although the final paper of this group does just that. Almost as rare is the possibility of observing deep-sea creatures—and their visual behaviour—first hand. But this is precisely what Thomas et al. [6] have done in their study of the cock-eyed squid (figure 1d). They observed and filmed the animals in their natural habitat off the coast of California using remotely operated submersibles. Using these observations together with optical modelling, the authors quantify the remarkable differences between the left and right eyes as a unique adaptation to the completely different challenges of detecting objects above, silhouetted against the dim background of daylight downwelling from the surface (detected by one large eye), versus detection of small point sources of light produced by bioluminescent organisms below (detected by the other smaller eye). De Busserolles & Marshall [52] then review a remarkable body of work on lanternfishes (Myctophidae) a diverse group of 250 mesopelagic species that produce their own light as a partial solution to the problem of seeing in an environment where little light from the sun ever reaches. Cronin et al. [53] explore a fascinating question of whether right whales foraging at depths of hundreds of metres can potentially detect rich patches of their main food—clouds of tiny copepod crustaceae—a very subtle visual cue. They use theoretical modelling to provide a tentative answer that yes, this may be possible, especially if the swarm is located above the whale and thus creates a silhouette against the background of dim downwelling light throughout the daylight hours. The final paper in this group, by Frank [54], uses electrophysiological analysis to explore significant effects of the gradient in temperature as a means to optimize temporal processing in crustaceae that migrate from the surface to the deeper ocean as they mature—a fascinating example of a parsimonious link between physiology and habitat.

The remaining papers in the issue address different approaches to understanding the limits and mechanisms of night vision in a variety of terrestrial vertebrate species. Penteriani & del Mar Delgado [55] review current knowledge on visual signalling in crepuscular and nocturnal birds and mammals and the visual signals that they may use to communicate with others—another example of a topic within this field where many questions remain unanswered. Take-shita et al. [56] then review the mechanistic basis for the segregation of visual information from the same rod photoreceptors into two visual pathways that process increments of light intensity (ON) and the other decrements (OFF). Morshedian & Fain [48] then review the reasons why vertebrates evolved ciliary-type photoreceptors rather than the
less-noisy rhabdomeric type used by insects and many other
invertebrates, reaching the fascinating conclusion that this
was primarily for reasons of energetic economy—they use
less ATP. While for most humans, the day is enriched by
our ability to perceive our world in full colour, at night
these colours fade away as we have only a single type of
rod photoreceptor that provides useful night vision. As
Kelber et al. [57] review, however, the night world is far
more colourful for a number of other animal groups which
have evolved a variety of mechanisms to discriminate colours
at night. A further new research paper on this topic, by Yoya-
novich et al. [58] uses the power of a comparative behavioural
approach to show for the first time that amphibians can use
two different types of rod photoreceptor to discriminate
colour at night, with some frogs displaying the ability to
distinguish blue from green in an orientation task right
down to the absolute limits of vision, where vision relies
only on rod signals. In the final paper, Moritz et al. [8]
use a different approach—sequencing the genes coding for
short wavelength sensitivity in the retina of nocturnal tarsiers
(figure 1f/g)—to ask whether colour vision might be impor-
tant for some nocturnal primates. They conclude that in
some species the evolution of dichromatic night vision aids
the discrimination of their insect prey by improving their
contrast against natural foliage.

5. Concluding remarks
Given that this is still an immature field, many of the papers in
this issue ask as many new questions as they answer. It will be
exciting to revisit this topic a decade from now to see how
many of these questions are answered. Hence we expect this
issue to have broad interest to the vision research community
because it summarizes and provides future directions in an
important but relatively little-studied area of visual research.
Beyond this specialist interest, we are all surrounded by ever
smarter man-made imaging systems that play an increasingly
important role in our everyday lives. With the recent interest
in bioinspired and even biomimetic solutions to complex
engineering problems, this issue is also likely to be of great
interest to a broad range of computer vision engineers. As
there are no current textbooks covering this subject matter,
this special issue also promises to serve a useful role outside
the vision science community. Vision is one of our richest
senses and given our fascination with creatures active in the
dark of night and of monsters from the deep sea, this is a sub-
ject that will also interest a broad range of scientists,
high-school students and members of the general public—
anyone wishing to learn about how animals can see in the
dark.
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